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t requires great discipline and application to
keep a diary in time of war. There are just
too many distractions and demands on one’s
time, not the least of which is the challenge
of staying alive. Canberran John Bullen kept
a diary during his time in Vietnam, when he
headed up the army’s topographical survey
troop. This position gave him close contact
with our American and South Vietnamese
allies, allowing him to see the war from a
broader perspective than most and to observe
intimately the workings of the task force HQ
at Nui Dat.
Diaries in museum and library collections
can be invaluable to researchers seeking
personal colour to illuminate official records.
Paul Ham, author of the best-selling Vietnam:
the Australian war, came across Bullen’s diary
in the War Memorial’s Research Centre when
writing that book. He was instantly attracted
to Bullen’s sharp, insightful and frequently
irreverent observations, describing them later
as combining the hilarity of M*A*S*H with
the satire of Catch-22.
The extraordinary thing is that this diary
was not the product of a disaffected, reluctant
and cynical soldier. Bullen was a Duntroon
graduate who saw it as his duty to go to
Vietnam and was glad to be there. Initially he
kept the diary for his family, but particularly
to help his successor, whom he knew, to
prepare for his turn in-country.
Ham has edited the diary to produce
an engaging summary that highlights
Bullen’s whimsical sense of humour, lack
of pretension, humanity, an ability to prick
pomposity, and a good eye for the absurdities,
contradictions and extremes of behaviour
that abound in war. There are many gems. In
one case, Bullen was required to respond at
short notice to the demands of a PR officer
(“a rather stupid man ... rarely sober”) to
produce a cover for an information brief for
a visit by the Prime Minister. Bullen obeyed,
but got his own back by putting “Souvenir
Programme, Price 20c” prominently on the
front. The media pack accompanying the PM
loved it.

In another prank, unsuspecting newcomers
were told about a supposed Saturday evening
dance at the nearby Viet Cong stronghold
of Hoa Long. Bullen recounts how selfconscious groups would wait in vain, out of
uniform, for the promised transport. Then
there was the RAAF liaison officer notorious
for not wanting to be in Nui Dat with the
army. His farewell speech surprised everyone
when he spoke glowingly of his time and
hoped others would share his experience –
but ended by saying he didn’t want to be the
only bastard to suffer.
Unsurprisingly, Bullen played a leading
role in the “punch a postie” campaign, when
strikes by the Postal Workers’ Union were
believed to have delayed the delivery of mail
to the troops. The campaign led to bluster
in Parliament and by the unions, and an
internal witch-hunt, which Bullen survived,
to his surprise. The leaflet that caused it all is
now a collector’s item.
I don’t know if the book quite matches
Ham’s claims, but it’s a good read and has
some genuine and original insights. It’s a
welcome change from much of the available
Vietnam literature. Bullen comes across as a
decent, compassionate man, and we should
be grateful that he kept a diary for us to enjoy
now.
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he focus of this book is almost entirely
upon the stockpiling, testing, storage
and disposal of chemical weapons within
Australia during the Second World War. In
describing developments in chemical warfare
in Australia between the late 1930s and
late 1940s, it offers a valuable insight into
an almost unknown aspect of this country’s
history.
The bulk of the work is devoted to the
experiences of the RAAF Chemical Warfare
Armourers between 1942 and 1946. During
this period, in a variety of remote locations,
but primarily in the Blue Mountains area
of NSW, chemical weapons were stored,
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guarded and maintained in case they should
be needed against the Japanese. The primary
types acquired by Australia were phosgene
and mustard gas (both of which had proved
their effectiveness on the Western Front
during the First World War) although a
variety of other agents were held in smaller
quantities. The account is by no means as
dry as might be expected, with the personal
recollections of the armourers dealing with
these deadly compounds making sometimes
compelling reading. Local trials – although
not those undertaken in New Guinea – are
also discussed, and provide an interesting
insight into the ways Australia would have
deployed gas if required.
This weighty tome runs to more than 700
pages, nearly half of it made up of 18 detailed
appendices. These deal with such matters as
enemy gas equipment and weapons, chemical
warfare agents present in Australia, types of
munitions procured for their delivery, plans
for potential use and methods of disposal.
Inevitably, there is some duplication in these
appendices, but they constitute a valuable
overview, and indeed form some of the most
useful areas of the book.
Parts of Chemical Warfare in Australia
make for disturbing reading, but the book
is painstakingly researched, and seeks to
provide long overdue recognition of those
men and women who protected the secrets
of Australia’s war gas stores, and who ensured
that the stockpiled weapons did not harm the
wider community. This is an important work,
the first major study of its kind undertaken
in this country, and it deserves a much wider
readership than it is likely to receive.
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n 1972 a book with the title First blood
made the best-seller lists around the world.
Written by David Morrell, it was a thriller
about a certain John Rambo (aka Sylvester
Stallone) and the mayhem that resulted from
his arrival in a backwoods American town.
The 2009 title may not sell as well but its
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story is no less riveting. Subtitled Australia’s
first great sea battle, it tells of the destruction
of the German commerce raider Emden at the
hands of HMAS Sydney at the Cocos-Keeling
Islands on 9 November 1914.
Using a wealth of primary records, the
description of the action conveys a vivid
impression of what it must have been like to
be on either ship. Pity those on the Emden,
which put up a gallant though doomed fight
against the bigger, newer, more powerful
Sydney. Emden ended up a mangled “charnel
house” and 134 of its 316-man crew were
killed. Sydney’s damage and casualties were
negligible.
At the time, Sydney had been part of
the escort for the convoy carrying the first
ANZAC contingent off to war. One of
Emden’s officers remarked that if Emden had
evaded Sydney, it could have launched a
sneak night attack and sunk several transports
before the escorts intervened. Though this
may be fanciful bombast from a sore loser,
Emden did have a spectacularly successful
raiding record under a masterful captain, Karl
von Müller.
Controversy, though, has surrounded the
action of Sydney’s skipper, Captain John
Glossop, in continuing to fire when Emden
seemed to be crippled. Writer and Sellick
allow Glossop and von Müller to speak for
themselves on the issue. Glossop maintained
that Emden did not lower its battle flag when
ordered, leading him to suspect a trap. Von
Müller claimed that the signal book that he
needed to reply had been destroyed.
What is indisputable is that Glossop would
brook no unnecessary risk to the safety of
Sydney and its crew. Had the captain of
the second HMAS Sydney acted on the
side of caution and prudence in 1941, as
Glossop had done in 1914, his ship would
most probably have sunk the Kormoran and
survived to fight another day.
Of the two authors, Writer has written
assorted biographies and Sellick specialises in
maritime history. Their text is occasionally
inelegant and their book could have done
with an index. Many of the sources quoted
go uncited, which is frustrating. Nonetheless,
the authors have produced an engaging read
about the most famous episode in Australia’s
naval history.
Peter Pedersen
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